LEVEL: BEGINNER

PROJECT OVERVIEW

If you’ve never woven before, a scarf is a great first project. You can use the yarn that came with your Cricket Loom to make this scarf. See the Cricket Assembly and Weaving Instructions for all of the basics on how to weave. You can also visit our web site at www.schachtspindle.com.

Fabric Description: Plain weave.

Finished Size: 4¾" wide by 67" long, plus 5" fringe at each end.

Equipment: Cricket Loom with an 8-dent reed; one shuttle.

Warp and Weft: Brown Sheep’s Nature Spun Worsted Weight Wool (50 gram balls included with your loom), blue and green. You’ll need 80 yards of green and 120 yards of blue.

Note: The colors of yarn shipped with your loom may be different. Substitute the color you prefer for the blue (color A), and the other color for the green (color B).

Warp Color Order: 2 ends color A, 8 ends color B, repeat 4 times and end with 2 ends color A.

Total color A ends: 10
Total color B ends: 32

Note: When using the direct peg warping method, you will have 2 threads per dent when you are measuring the warp.

WEAVING

With color A, weave 8 picks per inch (balanced weave) for 70" or until you can’t weave any longer.

FINISHING

Remove from loom and tie overhand knots in the ends to prevent raveling. Gently handwash with mild soap in hot water. Rinse well and lay flat to dry. Steam press and trim fringe to 5".
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